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As a sentient life force perception is irrelevant, for all is one;as a
sentient life form, perception is relevant to form, with each form

perceiving matter relative to thought form manifestations essential
to form sustenance . Purpose for Sentient Life Force is Aether

Fusion Continuum,perpetual ascension;Purpose for Sentient life
form is matter transmutation and form transcendence  beyond
matter into Sentient Life Force infnite thought form relative to

form sustenance 

 The Tangible inferences of personality permeates the Aether
to submit matter to form;form vibrates the heart in the

frequency of the mind to reason the logic of matter; matter is
the tangible reality of being; emotion is the rhythm of being

that manifests individuality into a singular soul. The Aether is
the singularity of the One Mind Supreme and the purpose of
being; It is The very Essence of the fabric of the Omniverse

that transcends all space and time.

Music and any art is Aether manifest Matter; In order for us to reach 
the heights of our Celestial Beings we must fulfll the total capacity of 
our duty and responsibilities of humanity as compassionate stewards 
of this realm and that is the beginning of the knowledge of God's 
Patience and Mercy.

Music is the sound of the spirit in its physical manifestation; the adept 
mind can make a distinction between the dissonant parallels to see its 
form



Code of InterDimensional Lords

Beyond emotion there is peace
Beyond ignorance there is knowledge
Beyond passion there is serenity 
Beyond chaos there is harmony
Beyond life and death there is the Force

There is no peace without purpose
Through purpose I gain strength
Through strength I gain Innerstanding 
Through  Innerstanding I gain power
Through power I Ascend
Through Ascension I Am The Force 



8 Divine Laws

Magnetism

Will 

Benevolence

Karma

Oneness

Mindfullness

Being 

Purpose 

7 natural laws of the universe 

Vibration 

Relativity

Causation 

Polarity

Rythym

Affrmation-Manifestation 

Transmutation 

1or6 water/peace
2or7 fre/prophecy /visionary
0or5 earth/identity nourishers 
4 or 9 minerals/akashic lords/artists memories/ ascendants
3/8 nature/ Mystics/ change 



Red Pear
Beet 
2celery sticks 
2apples
1 1/2 carrots
Pomegranate 
Ginger 
Cinnamon 
Nutmeg 
Turmeric 
2 packs ginger honey crystals 



4 devils
Lust
Envy
Hate
Jealousy 

Ultra Consciousness ~ Kosmic Celestial Awareness 

Ascended Being~Celestial Awareness And god 
consciousness 

SuperEgo~ Human Awareness Of Material 
Planes



What is Life?

What is life but a love story? Everything living and Ascended or descended 
is part of that love story; from the Divine perspectives every living sentient 
being is a product of love whether you refer to the science of reproduction
or the gathering of Kosmic forces and energy, we all are products of Divine
Union. If people could focus on the love story, not to any faults or 
defaults but simply Realizing that the essence of reality that brought us all 
into the consciousness of being is A Divine love story perhaps we would 
each individually think differently about our purpose. Even if the 
circumstances surrounding our coming into being is or was troublesome or 
controversial, one might view or get a better inner standing of at least a 
clue of why we exist,regardless of the tempest of temperaments and ego 
trips we may face or journey Through. Life is to be lived right now... 
embrace the moment of your now and contemplate the spark of Divine 
inspiration that germinated The seed to manifest the fesh to house the 
living Soul that you are;ponder the kosmic forces that came
 into the balance of thoughts that created you...all have gender,polarity, 
Vibrations, laws etc.,etc
But the greatest of these is love(lifetimes of valuable Experiences).On our 
way back to our Infnite Celestial Destiny, while we are here, let us consider 
the singularity Of our individual time-space continuums to the balance of 
oneness that reverberates throughout time from that Original Spark That 
ignited the fame that is each and every one of us.

The Goal On Earth is To Absorb And Transcend Not to Conform but to 
Transform back Into A Kosmic State Of Mind 



What is Time but illusions of mind in Frequency Of light?
~Ychinghung

What is Flavor but the illusions of form in garments of 
time?
~Ychinghung

What is sound but illusion of Aether In vibration Of 
Thought?
~Ychinghung

What is Form but the illusions of vision in matrix Of 
Vibration?
~Ychinghung

What is Sight but the illusions of the mind in matrix Of 
form?
~YiChinghung



The cultural dynamics of The KosmOriginals spans the 
Kosmoverse; yet does the media construct reinforce 
stereotypes that paints a picture of bleak and dismal 
despair that fails to tell the wholeness of the story...one
merely has to peer through the mists of misinformation 
and misfortune to see the Glory Of our greatness 
through the eyes of the talented Titans that have 
conquered the world with the innovation of Master 
wordsmithing,digital dialogues, beat bombastics,and 
Global Stage Command.
Tribal Wars have snuffed out the living spark of some of 
our most luminous frebrands; others lost to the cyclical 
sifrs of time and human nature but the eternal fames of 
their light rages on even as we have shed silent tears for 
their ascending.The God of our weary years has indeed 
led us thus far on our way as the Songwriter poet has 
scribed so we may truly lift every voice and sing till earth 
and heaven ring with the harmonies of liberty



The paradox of duality triggers a binary emotional response; either you like 
something or you don’t--good versus evil, hot and cold etc, etc. This is The 
feeding and the starving of the ego relative to personal orientation.For example 
if we discuss things that happened 400 years ago that determines character 
traits and realities today either side of the cause and effect could stir up binary 
emotional response depending on the depth of understanding ...each individual 
has to effectively discuss each issue through intelligent dialogue. Some see the 
injustices of the past as necessary evils in order to function effectively in today’s
world society, while others see these same injustices as insidious crimes against 
humanity worthy of the ultimate punishment and/or substantial and various 
means of compensation to those whom it infringed upon.The utility of the alter-
ego on the other hand, one liberated from such a paradox, would be able to 
logically reason a balance for this duality at the fulcrum of the spirit; it is a kind 
of persona suit that one could take on and off in order to remain neutral to the 
duality beyond the triggers of the binary emotional responses to see the vision 
of transformation and reform.
Yet, does this alter-ego, when gone unbalanced, have the potential to fall victim 
to the paradox simply because of human nature when not worn properly; 
therefore, a celestial consciousness of ascended being as the alter- ego of the 
human one must be used in order to rationally view both the potential binary 
emotional responses as well as the paradox of duality(cause and effect)to 
effciently determine the best logical liberated thought outcome.

Discussing the injustices of the past to effect change cannot be done inside of 
the paradox of duality for there are innumerable binary emotional trigger 
responses that will leave the human spirit unbalanced; it can only be done with 
an alter-ego, (one that does not seek the sustenance of human emotion to 
survive) a higher consciousness that fuels the human spirit with purpose 
throughout all space and time...This “Persona Suit” or “Alter-Ego” that is worn 
best is none other than Knowledge Of Self.It is the quintessential element and 
garment to be worn, for all successful confict resolution in human existence.



Imagination is The Sound
of Thought Traveling at 
the speed of Art



ONE MUST KNOW THE 
LAWS OF THE MIND 
MORESO THAN THE LAWS 
OF GOD OR MAN ,FOR 
ONLY THROUGH THE LAWS
OF THE MIND CAN ONE 
REASON LOGICALLY WITH 
GOD OR MAN 



Love Freedom Reality

i have stepped out of the doorway into the infnite halls 
of heaven. Out on the antakarana i have seen my 
refection in the diamond sutra of 
shambhallah; Intentionally i tread the waters poured 
from the water bearers buckets. Balanced in the scales, 
my heart is no longer heavy; shaped in fre i sound the 
horn of the celestial ram.

Dancing with desert dragons my art has been crafted in 
the tantric aethers.The twins are awakened in the 
salutations of eternity.As i swim further upstream, the 
fountain of wisdom fows near the tree of life that bears 
the fruit of innerstanding. The reeds sing, and the ffe is 
in choral harmony;the trumpets sound and the drums 
call the cadence of Divine order. i bow to the four 
corners of the Kosmos, i smile as bright as 10,000 
morning stars.
I AM come forth by day
namaste
Namaste Iklas



Asiatic Rhythm Technology

Art is the desert of creativity;once you add water 
to it, the water of inspiration, you may discover 
many treasures from the oasis of the mind; yet as 
the winds of change and the heat of hegemony 
burns in the hearts of tyrants can it fade into the 
abyss of knowledge as vast as the oceans of the 
kosmoverse.

When the mountains used to be trees we could see 
everything from the ground up and the sky down 
the spirit was all around 

Now man is in dis ease 
The gods are not pleased 
And we all seek the energy 
Of she 
To rebirth the earth into a new glory 
Most don’t know the real story 



Lost in allegory 
Only time will tell 
If we are to ever ascend the depths of hell 
This paradise of the fallen 
Paradox of the enlightened 
But 
As the faces of the moon 
Refects the he art of the Suns 
So shall a new day with the ancient ways 
Become one 
We will write our destiny across the stars 
Sing the songs of praise 
Throughout the aethers 
And as the universes unfold 
The many blessings of 
The Originator We Are Eternally Grateful 
We are Eternally Grateful



The Inner Indigo Of Sound

Music as a social paradigm has no color lines, only the 
colors of the thoughts of sound;it is the spiritual 
adhesive that maintains basilar cohesion,relative to the 
tone intelligence of the listener.To The Adept A good 
listener “here’s” what is to be said through the fabric of 
thought by sound vibrations.For the 
apprentice,however,to merely strike a chord succinctly 
enharmonized is only just the beginning of a glorious 
journey through intrascalar, hyper-harmonic, 
alternating, spirillian, azimuths.

Being a musician is like being a sculpture of fne 
art;being a musical explorer is moor of being a navigator 
across the corridors of the KOSMOS to see the 
abstraction of sounds splatched in colors of random 
hues from the palette of a trillion  super nova suns onto 
the canvas of all dark matter.
You can tell one’s mind by the music they listen to;you 
can tell one’s heart by the music they create,and vice 
versa…Ase



Ephemeresis

The ephemeral state of existence in this realm warrants an 
ever exploratory attitude.

We have our maps to guide us on our way,whether it be the 
subatomic temporates of feeling, or the intra-celestial 
quantum KOSMOS of thought,we can never really get 
lost;though the sea is vast we set sail anew each day with a 
different destination in mind,and although it seems we arrive at
the same location(some of us)each night,perception is relative
to our focus and innerstanding.
In the sometimes quagmire of causation, we search more often 
for the why’s than the why nots, because we fear the 
unknown.As it relates to personal development however,if you
don’t know you will always question(and i’ll leave the ambiguity
there for the feast of imagination).
Embrace the parallels to transcend causation;feed your 
desires the emptiness of vibration and resonate in the 
frequency of the fulcrum of the balance and the scales will 
never burden your heart.
Namaste



Roots

It is very interesting to trace our roots as far as
our core ideas as adults to see how, what, and 
who shaped us into being who we are today; 
you can go into astrology and astronomy or 
various other subject matters to get to the 
root but the surface of who we are refects the 



root in how we respond to others and interact 
with the world.

There are a myriad of belief systems in the 
world that all claim to lead to enlightenment of 
various sorts whether religious or spiritual, but 
i believe what matters most is how your parents
infuenced you at a very impressionable age 
that still follows you today. I am ever so 
grateful for my parents because they not only 
spoke and taught about life and how to live 
they showed me with a physical example that 
was real— and the greatest thing you can do 
to honor your parents whether they left you a 
good example or not is to enjoy life to the 
fullest.
As you grow older and develop your own 
opinions and view of the world and its 



wonders, you will always reference back to 
your roots,and whether they were happy or 
sad we can always fnd the valuable lesson to 
be learned. Overall, living in frequency earth 
(life) is lifetimes of valuable expiriences (love) 
and the more we expirience it, the more— 
hopefully— we will learn from it, to beneft 
ourselves and all around us. Our Mothers and 
Fathers planted the seeds…how well has our 
garden grown?

Namaste



Emotion Commotion

What is emotion? Emotion is just that E-Motion…energy
in motion…if not directed and guided this can wreak 
havoc on our spirit. Women seem(emphasis on seem 
because i have been amazed)to be more emotional than 
men some may say but the overall view depends on the 
orientation of the individual.If one is taught to use logic 
and reasoning they will utilize these tools to direct and 
guide their emotions for a more constructive purpose.
Emotion and emotionalism is yet another weapon used 
by the ego to imbalance your higher self and succumb 
to the material manifestations of lower consciousness. 
Yes part of emotions is feelings and desires,but it can be
greater both in the negative and positive if controlled or 
uncontrolled.
It is a creative or destructive force relative to the 
recipient or the projector.Since it is energy in motion we 
need to have logic to guide it.
Logic is both inductive and deductive reasoning, or the 



science  that investigates reliable and correctly inferred 
information. (in form at ion recieved compared to in 
form at ion given)
Often times in even general conversation if we are 
emotional and do not listen to what is being said 
(inductive reasoning) we fail to have the properly 
thought out response (deductive reasoning ).Keeping in
mind that energy is a constant that is never destroyed 
only transformed,when we engage each other through 
thought construct or confict it is important to be aware 
of where you are in your thought process and use logic 
to guide the energy for an overall more positive outcome
even if you agree to disagree.
words=the sounds of expressed thoughts
emotion= energy in motion
emotional words=the energetic sound of expressed 
thoughts in motion
logical words=sound of expressed thoughts reasoned 
(re Sunned) inductively(refected within self) or 
deductively ( relative to self)



If you combine emotion and logic you can get the overall
perspective in a harmonic balance;You get both the 
feeling and the understanding(energy and meaning).
As we direct our words on a day to day basis these 
sounds, if amplifed or modulated they can either wreak 
havoc or create heaven and joy in the lives we 
encounter…innerstanding, however, that logic can be 
corrupted by the ego as well…you either see the love of
God or you ease God out…
For a more balanced relationship with self or others, 
think about what you feel,why you feel that way how 
you came to that conclusion, who it will effect,and where
you need to go from there with your answer…if you do 
this—you will innerstand all the emotion commotion.
Peace
Namaste



 Nothing New Under The Sun 

Knowledge is essential to every aspect of life from the 
cradle to the grave and beyond; Wisdom is critical to 
maneuvering through life effciently with the least 
amount of drama, stress and hardship; 
understanding(and innerstanding and overstanding) is 
tantamount to ftting all the pieces together and making 
an adequate practical application of all essential parts.
When we are young we are more care free and 
adventurous to explore the universe as it is to discover 
for ourselves all the exciting things it has to offer…with 
age we begin to realize the words of the wise one “there 
is nothing new under the sun”…and time slows down or 
speeds up depending on whether we remember how to 
have fun and enjoy every moment or if we lose the light 
of love and get bored with the repetition of conditioning
and programming of the mainframe uploads.With the 
mountain of  ego and ignorance we must overcome in 
this realm(the real lesson) we can get sidetracked from 
our ultimate mission—learning to love ourselves.



Going Green
Life happens,and we happen to life. 
Family,friends,acquaintances all may focus or distract 
us from what we are here to do. The bottom line is, when
you leave you defnitely will be faced with either a job 
well done or an order to return to complete the goal. 
For some it takes lifetimes to learn the lesson and for 
others,perhaps, a seemingly shortened Life or 
childhood.
The Energy of the ego is like a combustion engine that 
constantly needs to be fed with “fossil” fuels that 
deplete the protective atmosphere of our personal “O-
Zone” layer of higher self . The remedy to this condition
is to “Go Green” and tune our chakras up to the note 
and keys of personal peace, harmony and tranquility.
In our relationships we may like the fast car,gas guzzlin’, 
rollercoaster rides of adventure we engage on a day to 
day basis but “going green” may mean a total overhaul in
the way we transport thoughts to manifestation from 
one place to another and get more “fuel effcient” 
spiritual and social technology to get us further down 



the path and closer to the destination point on our soul
map.
Wherever you are,whatever you are destined to 
become,make sure it is not totally dependent on others, 
or for that fact even relative to them at all…because in 
the end you will only have to answer for yourself,to 
yourself. Anything you don’t like about someone else 
usually is an indicator of what you don’t like about 
yourself or what you have overcome in the past present 
life or past life.
Music, Art, and Poetry is the M.A.P. to the S.T.A.R.S. 
these are the keys to “going green”.
If you have not engaged any or all of these crafts you 
need to in order to get to know yourself better as well 
as studying yourself in order to know what makes you 
get more “M.P.G.”. When you broaden your 
perspectives and go for self,you begin to realize and 
know who your best supporter is and who believes and 
knows you best: YOU. Here, you  are your own worst 
and best critic,and for that matter everyone and 
everything else is irrelevant as long as you don’t depend



on those same “fossil fuels” that guarantee your “o-
zone” depletion over time.
Music is the universal language that harmonically 
converges spirit, mind, and body. It can heal,build,and 
destroy; it is a  celestial gift we all possess deep within 
that in some cases needs to mined from the deepest 
depths of our psyche, brought to the surface and 
refned to serve a purpose of higher destiny, for the 
good of ourselves and humanity.
“Music is the sound of the man that makes up his mind.”
Art is our gift from the God to display in this realm the 
astral canvases of thought that portrays how we see the
world, in a defnitive construct or the compassion of the 
random abstract. This allows us to review the soul matrix
imprint left on our psyches over aeons of time so that 
we may be able to review and pass all tests from 
journeys past,present and future…these pictures of 
the mind crafted by hand help us to peer into the divine 
scheme of self and the universe to travel more effciently
and/ or work out the math of anything.
“From your picture of a thousand words there are a 



thousand  worlds that form.”
Poetry is the art of  wordsmithing.  It is an art form of 
painting pictures with words. It can speak into existence 
the life of love or the dreadful depths of depression 
and death. When skillfully crafted poetry can be as 
melodic as the most heavenly song, as visual as the most 
masterfully crafted painting on  life’s canvas, and as 
sweet as God’s words that were spoken to birth the 
universe. If you’ve never tried it, take your 
thoughts,paint a picture with your words,write it 
down,Rite it up, and say it out loud…when you hear it 
for yourself…you’ll be able to work it all out.
“when you write down you rite it all around;when you 
say it out loud the blessings or curses come down”
Evolution has brought us full circle from horseback to 
jet pack it all depends on how fast you want to get 
there; time is irrelevant—there is only the compassion of
the random abstract—love.  Indeed there is nothing new
under the sun so “going green” is the path to another 
one.
Peace Namaste



Kosmic Awareness

Many of the issues facing the Kosmic community today is due 
to the lack of spirituality. Materialism and ego driven attitudes 
block the path for this ascension process.
Steeped in religious practices that bind us to this illusion, we 
have fallen away from our cosmic awareness. In the Khemetic 
light we were connected to the inter-dimensional fabric of our 
oneness that called forth from the aethers and the primordial 
waters all that is; we set in motion time from the light of 
thought and so began our journey to experience ourselves in 
the complete extent of all our creation.
With a history that transcends and renders time irrelevant we 
have found ourselves in this day and age reaching for the 
compassion of the random abstract to bring us back into 
balance; meanwhile as the paradigm shifts, our 
neighborhoods,our families, our communities are being 
terrorized by the ignorance of ignorance and the lack of 
knowledge of self in the form of those we have called forth 
from the wombs of our Queens without the manifest destiny or
guidance or cosmic awareness to be benefcial and productive 
to the collective consciousness of our evolution.
The karmic debts have been escrowed into accounts of 



tragedy and pain  too numerous to mention in one lifetime that 
we dare not withdraw from any further.
This material plane of existence is  educational, yet it should 
not be the main focus of our endeavors because everything on
the physical plane manifest has a spiritual counterpart or 
origin, so if we want to solve our social ills we must go within…
close our eyes…journey beyond this illusion…the ego of the 
one mind…and fnd balance in cosmic awareness.
This is not to say that we have to eliminate all negativity- if we 
truly understand the concepts-because there is the balance 
of both when you consider the duality of this realm and its 
spiritual lessons; instead we must re-learn the laws of the 
universe after unlearning our obsession with the underworld 
temptations.
Because of our ignorance various entities have run amuck 
feasting on our spiritual and psychic vertigo like a 
smorgasbord of mayhem within the God-consciousness; so we
wake up to news fashes of teenagers raping elderly women 
and the young dancing with wolves in the streets.
We must re-teach ourselves the laws we have set in motion as 
the balance in the scales in order to come again unto peace.
There are many laws but they can all be best understood 
through seven principles to be mastered:



I. All is Law
II. As Above, So Below
III. All is in Vibration
IV. Everything Flows
V. All is Mind

VI. Everything is Dual
VII. Everything has Masculine and Feminine Nature

With this understanding we can move into energy 
cultivation so that we can channel  it in the proper 
directions for ascension purposes of the collective 
consciousness evolution and cosmic awareness.
Ultimately, however, we are all sovereign souls 
responsible for ourselves so the lesson must be frst re-
learned by the individual in order to plug back in to the 
collective as a productive element.



A Moment Of Bliss
Take time to enjoy the moment…A lifetime can exist within the few 
minutes you let pass you by…Learn to pay attention to the details: 
the lines, the brushstrokes, the colors, the mediums, the sounds, the 
music, the favors, the feeling.
The details are what capture the uniqueness and quality of what is 
being said in the design…the nature of the thought determines the 
matrix of the paradigm…
when we rush through life impatient and void of an attention span 
necessary to grasp the bliss of infnity, time becomes a prison and we 
see only its limits; but where there is an investment made into this bliss, 
time becomes irrelevant and what really matters is all that transpires 
and transitions us from moment to moment, hour after hour.
In the old adage “haste makes waste” we see the truth in Ghandi’s 
words : “there is more to life than increasing its speed.”
We should not,however, enjoy the moment to cash out our egos for 
self serving beneft, but more so to enjoy the emptiness of the moment 
as it becomes flled with that mystical phenomenon of universal 
unfolding called Love.
Love is in fact the very fabric and energy that created the vastness of 
the Kosmos–whether viewed in the allegory of six days or the science 
of trillions of years–it all took time, and if the Creator took time to 
make it, enjoyed it and saw ft to create us to be benefciaries of this 
Glory, then the least we can do is surrender to this bliss and embrace 
it in the fullness of time unfolding each moment.



A moment of Bliss
is a lifetime of happiness
you may not
want to miss
embrace each moment
as if
it was
your very frst kiss
as the universe unfolds
hold each other close
and never let go
The Love Supreme
is the Bond                                  
 that links
your souls
when we love
we should love freely
to be liberated into peace and harmony
through the painful darkness
of  misunderstanding
to the tranquil light
of coming forth by day



peaceful nights
peaceful days
no worries
no troubles
come
whatever may
…Pay attention for a moment…and you may 
receive…a lifetime of joy…
Namaste



Travelers

We journey beyond the ego to the enlightenment of Kosmic 
humanity,upstream to spawn vision,referring dreams to 
celestial manifestation,peace spirits and the dawn of new suns.
Millenniums of worlds beyond the sight of abysmal gods,we 
walk in the chakric luminescence of the rainbow bridge shifting 
between emotion,logic and reason–navigating the ego–we 
appeal to this monadic construct of our essence to grasp the 
true reality of all there is.
In the Mantric mode where time is irrelevant,we realize that the 
compassion of this random abstract is 
living,organic,vibrational energy from lifetimes of valuable 
experiences; so, here, now, as a muse of celestial scribes, 
divine maestros,and cosmic artists we scroll wisdom on the 
hearts of humanity,play symphonies into the winds of 
change,and paint variable destinies on the infnite canvas to 
remind us that all we need to do is smile and enjoy the moment 
of bliss knowing that we exist because Love is Supreme….join 
hands with us…excel…ascend…be free…be at peace…
Namaste


